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It is an age-old question: why is there evil in the world? In the parable of 

the wheat and the weeds Jesus suggests that both grow together until 

the harvest. With Paul, we long for the day that all creation will be set 

free from bondage and suffering. Having both weeds and wheat within 

us, we humbly place our hope in the promises of God, and from the 

Lord’s table we go forth to bear the fruit of justice and mercy.   ~ 
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A Righteous Harvest               

One of the lessons of history is that when humans try to do the 

weeding, things end badly. Whenever we try to divide the world 

into good guys and bad guys, people get hurt. Everyone winds up 

being a bad guy to somebody, and you can do anything to the bad 

guys. You can lie about them. You can hurt them. You can hurt 

other people on your way to getting the bad guys, and that’s re-

grettable. But it’s okay to sacrifice some of the good guys in order 

to get the bad guys, right? 

       But the kingdom of heaven is not like the farmer who pulled 

up half of the wheat seedlings while going after the weeds. The 

kingdom of heaven is more like Jesus, who was so unwilling to 

cause harm to others that he died instead. Instead of pulling up 

the weeds and casting them into the fire, Jesus went into the fire 

himself. 

       Therefore, the harvest is fruitful beyond imagining, because 

the harvest is Jesus himself! Jesus bears the fruit of righteousness, 

reconciliation, and peace. He will gather all people into his care, 

and they will not be troubled by sickness, or violence, or hatred, 

or death. This will happen, not because Jesus will destroy all ene-

mies, but because Jesus, by his death, will transform enemies into 

friends. 

       The weeds and the wheat are still growing in this world. Alt-

hough Jesus has already done all that is needed for the final har-

vest, all of us growing here on this earth still need the help of our 

neighbors. Just as the farmer in the story instructed his servants 

to care for the wheat until it was time for the harvest, so God calls 

us to actively work with Jesus to make things better for people 

right here and right now.   ~ 
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